CONSIGNOR VEREINIGTE FUELLKOERPER FABRIKEN
POSTFACH 2020
D-5412 RANSBACH-BAUMBACH
PHONE: 0 2623 895-0 FAX: 0 2623 895-39
TELEX: 17 2623 951 TELETEX: 2623 951
NAME: MR. HAUSEN-KS

CONSIGNEE KALA NAFT

SUBJ. YOUR ENQUIRY NO. RZS-94352-TA/C01 DC-97 BY TELEX REF. F-5489/97 DTD. 04.04.91
THANKS FOR YOUR ENQUIRY. ON BASIS OF OUR VFF SALES CONDITIONS
WE QUOTE WITHOUT ENGAGEMENT AND OBLIGATION
6000 KGS = 4,32 M3 DURANIT-INERT-CERAMIC-BALLS
" SIZE: APPROX. 3/8
WEIGHT: APPROX. 1400 KGS/M3
PRICE: DM 1.890,--/M3
EX WORKS, UNPACKED
PACKING IN DRUMS A 120 LTRS CONTENTS: DM 270,--/M3 +
TOTAL EX WORKS PRICE: DM 2.160,--/M3
FREIGHT CHARGES TO FOB BREMEN/HAMBUR: DM 920,-- TOTAL +
VALIDITY: 60 DAYS
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
TOTAL GROSS WEIGHT: APPROX. 6300 KGS
TOTAL NET WEIGHT APPROX. 6000 KGS
SHIPPING VALUE: 7,6 M3
DELIVERY PERIOD: APPROX. 3 - 4 WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF YOUR ORDER
PAYMENT BY IRREVOCABLE AND CONFIRMED L/C
PLEASE CHECK OUR QUOTATION. WE WOULD BE PLEASED IF YOU COULD
PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH US.

BEST REGARDS
- HAUSEN -
CONSIGNOR VEREINIGTE FUELLKOERPER FABRIKEN
POSTFACH 2020
D-5412 RANSBACH-BAUMBACH
PHONE: 0 2623 895-0 FAX: 0 2623 895-39
TELEX: 17 2623 951 TELETEX: 2623 951
NAME: MR. HAUSEN /ML

CONSIGNEE PHRC PURCHASING DEPT., KALA NAFT
PURCHASING MANAGER

REF. YOUR TELEX NO. 1304.4D09/B DTD. 11.04.1991
THANK VERY MUCH FOR YOUR A.M. REPLY TO OUR TELEX DATED MARCH 13, 1991. PLEASE EXTEND VALIDITY OF LETTER OF CREDIT UNTIL END OF JULY 1991. WE SHOULD APPRECIATE TO RECEIVE YOUR CONFIRMATION OF VALIDITY JULY 31, 1991. GOODS ARE READY TO SHIP. THEREFORE WE NEED YOUR CONFIRMATION IMMEDIATELY.

BEST REGARDS

HAUSEN

VEREINIGTE FUELLKOERPER FABRIKEN
G M B H + CO.
D-5412 RANSBACH-BAUMBACH
TELETEX MESSAGE TTX D
ý17)2623951 VFF ) =
y214474 SHFT IR
CONSIGNOR VEREINIGTE FUELLKOERPER FABRIKEN
POSTFACH 2020
D-5412 RANSBACH-BAUMBACH
PHONE: 0 2623 895-0 FAX: 0 2623 895-39
TELEX: 17 2623 951 TELETEX: 2623 951
NAME: MR. HAUSEN / ML
--------------------------------------------------------------------
CONSIGNEE KALA NAFT CO., TEHRAN
TRAFFIC DEPT. 14
--------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBJ.: YOUR REF. Z 7033/560/NS 14
YOUR TELEX DTD. 30.09.1991
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THE A.M. TELEX .
SORRY, BUT WE ARE UNABLE TO COORDINATE ANY SHIPMENT WITHOUT
BEING IN RECEIPT OF YOUR PURCHASE ORDER .
PLEASEMAIL OR FAX US YOUR PURCHASE ORDER AND ARRANGE
EXTENTION OF VALIDITYOF L/C SO THAT WE CAN START WITH
PREPARATION OF YOUR ORDER .
THANK YOU VERY MUCH .
BEST REGARDS
HAUSEN
VEREINIGTE FUELLKOERPER FABRIKEN
G M B H + CO .
D-5412 RANSBACH-BAUMBACH
TELETEX MESSAGE TTX D
ý17)2623951 VFF ) =
ý224414 PHRC IR
******